
Massacoe Meeting 07/01/2020  Chat 

01:16:52 iPad: Hallie Metzger, Norfolk, CT forest landowner but Logging in as iPad 

01:17:48 Kevin Witkos: absolutely I PROMISE not to keep you on the phone longer than 2 
minutes 

01:17:58 D, C, and B: Q1: Shouldn’t the neighborhoods directly next to and near Massacre be 
consulted as well? They are the ones who will be affected by the displacement of bear, the arrival of 
mice—which will bring ticks and the arrival of invasive plants will attract deer which will spread the ticks 
and the risk of Lyme disease throughout the community. 

01:21:02 D, C, and B: Q3: Shouldn’t revenue generation be more of a concern? Haven’t we 
already spent more than $21K on writing a management plan, marking the trees, building the landing 
pad, and dealing with this outrage? 

01:22:42 Karyn C.: At appropriate time during meeting, I’d like a DEEP comment on a 
report called ‘Wild Carbon’ published by Mark Anderson, PhD of The Nature Conservancy.  in it, Dr 
Anderson gathers study data that establishes that unmanaged forests can be highly effective at 
capturing and storing carbon.  In particular, old growth, Wild forests have carbon storage ability that far 
exceeds managed forests.  I’d like someone from DEEP to explain how we can thin CT’s old growth 
stands like the Massacoe parcel given the importance of sequestering atmospheric carbon in reversing 
climate. 

01:22:47 iPad: This is about the long-term health of the forest. There are always short-term 
impacts. But the end result is worth it! 

01:24:42 D, C, and B: There is already a diversity of tree ages in the unlogged areas of 
Massacoe. If you want to thin certain trees that are prolific at regeneration, do a limited hand cut. And 
in the cut area there is no diversity of heights—what is left is all about the same size. 

01:24:44 Trish: You state the primary purpose of the plan is ecological, so please explain why 
the objective of the 10-year plan, pursuant to Section L of the plan is, in part, to continue the 
management goal established by James Goodwin (who owned Great Pond Block NOT Massacoe Block); 
that is, to favor the growth and sale of sawtimber. 

01:25:51 Amanda Locke: Here are some references about forest management and carbon that 
might be informative: https://masswoods.org/sites/masswoods.org/files/Forest-Carbon-web_1.pdf 

01:26:02 Amanda Locke: https://academic.oup.com/jof/article/118/1/86/5648951 

01:26:14 Amanda Locke:
 https://forestadaptation.org/sites/default/files/Ontl%20et%20al.%20A%20Practitioners%20Me
nu%20of%20Adaptation%20S%20%26%20A%20for%20Carbon%20Management.pdf 

01:26:27 D, C, and B: : I greatly appreciate the acknowledgement that DEEP “need to better 
understand how different forest health management approaches contribute to carbon emissions, and 
ensure our forest management policies properly incorporate climate change mitigation and adaptation 
objectives”.  Walking through the areas of Massacoe, there is clearly a temperature difference between 



the two areas.  The logged area is much warmer than the unlogged. In a warming climate, we need 
areas that cool the temperature. 

01:26:56 Lisa: Please explain what it is that is "unhealthy" about this forest? 

01:27:00 D, C, and B: Carbon capture in existing forests is critical--the world realizes that. 
That's why there was such outrage about the Amazon jungle being burned in Brazil. 

01:27:22 Jim Gillespie: Without the licensed forest practioner investing his equipment, labor 
and expertise the plan practices could not be implemented, hence the ecological benefits are the direct 
result of the forest practitioner! 

01:27:48 iPad: Check out the terms of the Goodwin bequest. It requires active management, 
I.e. silviculture. 

01:28:14 Benjamin Parsons: Q:Why hasn’t CT DEEP considered any alternatives to logging 
the forest? Why haven’t they considered any alternatives to actually increase its scientific, biodiverse 
and monetary value? For instance: reevaluating this 6 year old plan and reassessing the plant and 
wildlife around, logging half the block and leaving the other half untouched to invite public science, 
improve value and see which side benefits. 

01:28:32 iPad: The young oak that will be released will soak up CO2 like nothing else. 

01:28:34 Bruce Thompson: How does CTDEEP prioritize which "services" provided by the 
forest to enhance?  The Department of Interior defines services (with respect to Natural Resource 
Damages" as: provision of habitat, food, and other needs of biological resources, recreation, other 
products or services used by humans, flood control, ground water recharge, waste assimilation, and 
other such functions that may be provided by natural resources. 

01:28:41 D, C, and B: What percentage of the cut is going to be turned into pellets which is 
definitely not long-term carbon storage? We were told at the June 19 meeting the timber is going to 
Canada and that the wood is not in the control of the state. 

01:28:50 Linda: Who is responsible for overseeing the contractor?  Through a very cursory 
examination, I have found 3 large trees that have been cut down that have no blue marks whatsoever.  I 
have video of those tree trunks. 

01:29:02 Cathy: Thank you for this opportunity to learn more about DEEP and its mission and 
specifically regard Massocoe.  The FMP signed off in 2014 was probably developed the preceding years 
band based on typical forest mgt strategies. The world is changing rapidly.  There is evidence of the 
spread of disease related to increased interaction with wildlife- think this current pandemic. How is 
DEEP interacting with consensus building that is foundational in science to address the health and well 
being of this local community and our role in the community at large ? 

01:29:10 Margery Winters: Wouldn't the diversification of the forest happen naturally over 
time with weather events without the need to disturb the forest soils with heavy equipment.  Aren't 
storms part of the natural forest process? 



01:29:14 D, C, and B: It is so valuable to have this flexibility. If there ever was a time to call on 
adaptive management--now is it. With the pandemic, CT residents all over the state have turned to the 
forests for their physical and mental health. And Massacoe is surrounded by housing. 

01:29:24 Amanda Locke: Carbon sequestration and carbon storage are two terms that mean 
different things.  Sequestration rates are higher in younger forests.  Storage is higher in older forests.  
Both are important for climate mitigation. 

01:30:17 D, C, and B: Additionally, regarding adaptive management, since the plan for 
Massacoe was made in 2014, it's become clearer and clearer that the global warming is not some distant 
far off problem--it's a crisis and that forests are part of the solution. 

01:30:20 Kevin M.: Carbon storage does not stop when the tree is harvested. The carbon is 
stored in the lumber for the duration it is around. Plus the next generation of timber has also been 
proven to store more carbon per acre than mature forests. 

01:30:57 D, C, and B: Yes, there will be a change in biodiversity. Mice, ticks, invasive plants, 
(that we heard from a CT DEEP official that those invasive will be sprayed--yeah, chemicals in our 
forests) and deer. But forests are forests and we need them to provide habitat for animals and plants 
that need forests. If we want to promote diversity of birds and animals that prefer open or transition 
space--we should look to the amazing abundance of open and transition space in the state and 
encourage habitats that will support those open space wildlife and birds. Encourage communities to 
create those habitats on all that grass that does nothing rather than cut down forests. It can be done, 
we are seeing it with the pollinator pathways. 

01:31:08 Trish: You emphasize the plan is not about logging, yet the Plan specifically states: "in 
accordance to goals Goodwin originally set for Great Pond Forest [aka, GPB], there is a responsibility" to 
grow white pine as the primary species and harvest timber for all of MSF. (see Management Plan, p. 16, 
G-1) 

01:32:14 Bruce Thompson: The Massacoe Plan stated "CTDEEP’s Bureau of Natural 
Resources, Wildlife Division stated: 
“…our records indicate the following extant populations of species on or within close proximity to the 
project site: 
Whip-poor-will (Caprimulgus vociferous) Status:  Species of Special Concern 
Whip-poor-wills favor forest habitat with an open understory, often adjacent to areas of shrubby, 
herbaceous habitat.  These ground-nesting birds are found in Connecticut during the breeding season 
(late May through July) and spend the winter in South America. 
Recommendation:  Preferably any projects should be conducted outside the breeding season, so that 
the potential for destruction of nests, eggs, or young is reduced.  If whip-poor-wills are seen on the 
property, the nest should be located, and a protective buffer delineated around the area to avoid 
disturbing the birds. 
Hoary Bat (Lasiurus cinereus) Status:  Species of Special Concern 
Hoary bats are found in Connecticut during the spring and summer seasons and migrate south to 

01:32:18 Trish: Why is an antiquated, pre-climate-change form of forest management, which 
was developed for Great Pond Forest as early as the 1930's, being applied to MB? 



01:32:59 Bruce Thompson: to overwinter.  Their diet primarily consists of moths and 
beetles.  These bats will roost high in large coniferous and deciduous trees.  They typically do not roost 
on buildings. 
Recommendation:  Female hoary bats are solitary and give birth mid-May to late June.  If forest clearing 
occurs outside this time frame, direct negative impacts to this species will be minimized.  Long-term 
impacts can be minimized by retaining large diameter coniferous and deciduous trees whenever 
possible. 
 

01:33:17 Bruce Thompson: Why did logging start in early June, considering these 
recommendations? 

01:35:19 Benjamin Parsons: Q: Why single out Massacoe State Forest for an outdated 
project? Why is man-made biodiversity of such concern to already naturally adjusted animals? Why does 
it make more sense to log Massacoe Forest and plant pines than to log Peoples State Forest and plant 
oaks? 

01:36:20 D, C, and B: We keep hearing over and over from CT DEEP that active management 
is so helpful for forest health, if that's the case and we've been actively managing forests for decades, 
why are so many of our forests struggling with disease and insects? Isn't it also possible that the decades 
of active management that is making the forests more vulnerable? 

01:36:25 Trish: The NDDB has a disclaimer that states it's a preliminary tool, and the advisory 
letter states that "Consultation with the NDDB should not be substituted for on-site surveys required for 
environmental assessments."   

 

Explain decision to disregard advisory letter's preferable approach? 

01:36:25 Margery Winters: Many of our state forests are not actively managed due to 
topographical restrictions.  Is DEEP saying these forests are not healthy and that only managed forests 
are healthy?  Have there been any comparative studies of our actively managed and unmanaged state 
forests? 

01:37:45 Bruce Thompson: why wouldn't these surveys have been done prior to logging, 
instead of in reaction to public concern?  does this imply CTDEEP only studies when the public is 
sufficiently outraged? 

01:37:47 Trish: If an on-site environmental survey was conducted why was an advisory letter 
noting the findings made part of the management plan as it was done for Great Pond Block? 

01:38:52 Trish: When was the eastern box turtle found? After logging began?  Pursuant to the 
States ESA, you should have noted that in the Plan and notify the contractor. 

01:40:41 D, C, and B: We were told at the CT DEEP meeting on June 19th that the timber 
being cut in Massacoe is going to Canada and that the timber is not in the control of the State--meaning 
it can be sold for pellets which when burned exacerbate global warming and pollution. 



01:40:58 Cathy: This is a beautiful property and when walking it I was surprised to see none of 
the typical invasives like bittersweet, barberry (that is even in Belden Woods Preserve) until a very small 
patch of multifolora rose near the orange trail. Wished I had a popper to take it up!  It seemed such a 
shame to cut and therefore inevitably give invasives a leg up.  I would like to see the property no longer 
be cut and for scientific study be done by comparing the cut portion to the currently noncut property to 
add data to offer to the siliviculture scientific community as it continues consensus building for future 
direction of foresty practices.  How does DEEP utilize CT owned parks and Forest to contribute scientific 
communities in forestry and other sciences? 

01:41:01 Trish: The Plan acknowledges that "wetlands are critically important . . . due to the 
role they play in water filtration, pollutant mitigation, storm-water collection, wildlife habitat, and 
groundwater protection."  (See the pLan, p. 14, Section E-2) 

 

As such, the Plan states that "management actions occurring adjacent to these areas will meet or exceed 
current Best Management Practices for the protection of water quality, and that "efforts will be made in 
individual forest operation plans to eliminate the potential of impact to these areas."  (See plan, p. 14, 
Section E-2)   None of the Maps attached to the Plan indicate the presence of wetlands on West 
Mountain Road, Stand 20 of MB--yet, they do exist.   

 

Has MB, Stand 20 been walked by forester to locate and evaluate all critical wetlands? 

 

Have said wetlands, including no touch and limited impact buffer zones, been properly delineated? 

01:41:23 Bruce Thompson: Were vernal pools identified on the property or not?   If found, 
what is being done to protect those areas? 

01:41:32 Trish: You are obligated to look for Easter Box Turtle nests as well. 

01:42:12 D, C, and B: “Executing the forest” what an appropriate comment. 

01:42:49 D, C, and B: Treatment of invasives, does that mean chemicals? We were told 
chemicals would be used. There were no invasives in the unlogged forest area. 

01:43:10 Bruce Thompson: CT DEEP published a “Connecticut Field Guide” dated 2012 
titled “Best Management Practices for water quality while harvesting forest products” (“BMP”).   
The BMP states that an “Operational Plan” or harvest plan should be prepared prior to starting each 
timber harvest.  The Operational Plan would consider soils and topography, plan for sedimentation and 
erosional controls, timing for harvest, planning to implement filter strips to protect streams, ponds, 
vernal pools and wetlands.  
 

01:43:16 scull: so many young trees are destroyed so that big machine can get thru.  Is there a 
way to lumber without the machine causing so much collateral damage? 

01:43:26 Bruce Thompson: was an operational plan prepared? 



01:43:56 Trish: FYI:  Regarding protected species like eastern box turtles  CONNECTICUT 
ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT 

 

Sec. 26-310. Actions by state agencies which affect endangered or threatened species or species of 
special concern or essential habitats of such species. (a) Each state agency, in consultation with the 
commissioner, shall conserve endangered and threatened species and their essential habitats, and shall 
ensure that any action authorized, funded or performed by such agency does not threaten the 
continued existence of any endangered or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse 
modification of habitat designated as essential to such species, unless such agency has been granted an 
exemption as provided in subsection (c) of this section. In fulfilling the requirements of this section, each 
agency shall use the best scientific data available. 

01:44:53 Lisa: How big are the "no cut" buffers around the pools?  I've seen trees marked for 
cutting within 20' of the pond. 

01:45:12 Amanda Locke: Here's another good reference on forest carbon dynamics.  It's part of a 
webinar series on forest carbon that night be of interest to many at this meeting:  
https://extension.unh.edu/blog/forest-carbon-dynamics-
webinar?utm_source=AdaptiveMailer&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Foresters&org=785&lvl=1
00&ite=12430&lea=10196&ctr=0&par=1&trk=a0W6f00000UubWqEAJ 

01:46:06 Susan Masino: No one is against good forestry, everyone I know supports local 
foresters and owners and loggers etc – I think most people agree with your goals, but this is a small and 
special place and noted as healthy by many experts. Called exceptional. These are folks from several 
disciplines that support active management where needed and they disagree strongly that this will 
improve Massacoe. It is radically decreasing structural diversity. We need to protect intact areas where 
possible.  

01:46:28 Trish: The plan states the hartford fern was found inMB> 

01:46:37 Lisa: I saw the logger working (and preparing to begin) and there was no search for 
box turtles prior to starting the cut. 

01:46:38 Linda: The Whippoorwill signs at night.  People in the area hear them in the evening.  
Was any wildlife biologist out there in the evening?  If not, why not? 

01:46:48 Susan Masino: How is what you are doing increasing forest resilience? What do you 
define as resilient? Where is the evidence for a lack of resilience in this forest? This is an exceptionally 
healthy forest that is working at its potential right now and it means so much to hundreds of people. We 
would like to negotiate to buy out the contract and make this a research area.  

01:47:07 Margery Winters: Numerous invasive species are present in the properties in the 
immediate vicinity of the W-424 property.  Other open space properties nearby are heavily impacted by 
invasive plants.  There are (were) few invasive plants in the Massacoe  block.  Was this considered 
during development of the management plan? 



01:47:24 Benjamin Parsons: When the GC3 reports back to Gov. Lamont in 2021 do you 
believe they will support intensive logging of healthy land? 

01:47:41 RFrench: You can find the GC3 Work Group website with the meetings and 
presentations held by the Forest Group to date. GC3 Work Group Website 
https://portal.ct.gov/DEEP/Climate-Change/GC3/Subcommittee-and--working-groups 
 

01:48:18 Dave Galt: Given the current lack of invasive species in the plot, its current 
structural complexity and vertical diversity, active management is not appropriate for this plot.  It is 
currently a health forest that does not require active management. 

01:48:31 Trish: KNOWN BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 

 

The Plan states that there are approximately 3.8 linear miles of boundary along the old railroad right of 
way located within MB. The location of the (3.8 mile) boundary line Is unknown and WILL require a 
survey.  (p. 11, Sec. C-6) 

There should be a set back between known boundary lines and the work being done. How can you 
accurately delineate the active area if you do not know where the boundary lines are? 

01:48:56 Karyn C.: It’s basic enough for a first grader not to cut trees during avian nesting 
season.  How can we trust DEEP’s overall judgment when you cut in the middle of this year’s season? 

01:49:04 Linda: Two Ovenbird nests were found easily during a couple hour walk.  The nests 
held 2 eggs each.  Obviously, they are not hatched yet.  These are birds of special concern. 

01:49:46 Bruce Thompson: CT DEEP published a “Connecticut Field Guide” dated 2012 
titled “Best Management Practices for water quality while harvesting forest products” (“BMP”).   
The BMP addresses “Hazardous Materials” stating: “These recommendations should be followed when 
using any hazardous material on the timber harvest operation: 
• Maintain and store equipment, hazardous materials, and supplies away from water bodies. 
• Develop plans for handling spills during the planning of the harvest. 
• Inspect and maintain equipment regularly. Check all hoses, fittings and seals to prevent leakage 
or spills. 
• Collect waste oil, hydraulic fluid, and other hazardous materials and transport them off-site for 
proper disposal. 
• Store all waste lubricants, containers, and trash in separate, leak-proof containers until they can 
be transported off-site for recycling, reuse, or disposal at an approved site. Mixing of wastes can result 
in an increase in the cost of disposal. 
• Provide vehicles with the equipment necessary for spill containment and  

01:50:06 Cathy: I am concerned that DEEP was not able to provide a copy of the contract last 
Friday even though the bid was won in 2018.  What is the procedure for contract granting?  How could 
work begin if there was not a contract?  Is this approved practice in the Agency to have work begin if 
contract not finalized?   



01:50:12 Trish: Per an exhibit/letter attached to the plan:  If protected species are seen on the 
property, the nesting/breeding area should be located, and a protective buffer delineated around the 
area to avoid disturbing the wildlife. (See, letter dated October 23, 2012 from BNR) 

01:50:34 Bruce Thompson: a clean-up kit appropriate for the equipment being used. At a 
minimum, kits should contain:  plugs and clamps to control hydraulic line breaks, a container to contain 
leaking fluids, a shovel, and absorbent material such as sawdust or kitty litter. Contact the Division of 
Forestry for information on how and where to obtain a spill kit. 
• Develop a plan to properly handle hazardous materials that are drained in the case of an 
equipment breakdown. 
• All federal, state, and local rules and regulations should be followed regarding the use, 
transport, storage, spillage and disposal of hazardous materials, their containers, and their wash water.” 
 
With respect to “Forest Harvest Contracts”, the BMP states: “At a minimum, a contract should: 
• Require the use of BMPs and name the person responsible for their implementation. 
• Require that the buyer abide by all local, state, and federal laws and regulations. 
 
 
Considering the above, why did I see a plastic tub on the cutting equipment with hydraulic fluid drained 
fro 

01:51:04 Bruce Thompson: from the cutter head?  I have been working with the CT DEEP’s 
remediation side for 25 years – I manage a very large Superfund Site in Southington.  We would not 
allow any contractor to drain hydraulic fluid on the property – which is already highly impacted.  I was 
particularly disturbed to see this within the state forest.  How does CT DEEP manage this contractor’s 
adherence to environmental laws? 

01:52:15 Margery Winters: Given the genetic diversity within a tree species, how do we 
know that selective logging will choose the trees that will lack the resistance to any future changes  in 
climate?  

01:52:17 Trish: This particular area will NOW have invasive species, which will cost tax payers 
money to remove the same. 

01:52:47 Trish: We are creating a habitat for invasives. Just look to any area that is practically 
clear cut, including the Great Pond Block of MSF. 

01:52:55 D, C, and B: When the principles of active forest management were initiated by 
Pinchot in the 1920’s there were only 2 billion people on the planet, we are now up to 7.8 billion. The 
true value of our forests has dramatically shifted from timber uses to carbon capture. 

01:53:31 Trish: The Plan starts the forest is ABOVE AVERAGE Health. 

01:53:48 Trish: The stocking according to Goodwin was for timber 

01:54:04 Trish: And DEEP is following Goodwin’s objective…. timber sales. 

01:55:02 Trish: One only needs to walk Massacoe Block to know the trees are healthy, just like 
the management plan states. 



01:55:16 Lori Fernand: Rep John Hampton has called in and would like to speak. 

01:55:21 Andrea Urbano: Though often used interchangeably, there is an important distinction 
between forest carbon uptake, carbon sequestration, and carbon storage. “Uptake” is the initial process 
by which aboveground biomass takes carbon from a source and transfers its energy to grow (e.g., 
photosynthesis). “Sequestration” is the process of carbon uptake by which carbon dioxide is removed 
from the atmosphere to aboveground biomass pools. “Storage” is the amount of carbon in aboveground 
biomass pools at any one time. It serves as an indicator of carbon stocks. Approximately 50 percent of 
tree biomass is carbon. Though some carbon is lost in the milling process (though mills reduce waste), 
Durable wood products continue to store carbon and act as carbon sinks 

01:55:29 Trish: And you are applying GOODWIN’S POLICY OF PINE TO MASSACOE.... 

01:55:34 Trish: IT IS LITERALLY IN YOUR PLAN! 

01:56:32 Trish: DIRECT QUOTE, PAGE 16, “IN ACCORDANCE TO GOALS GOODWIN ORIGINALLY 
SET FOR THE FOREST, THERE IS AS RESPONSIBILITY TO PERPETUATE WHITE PINE AS THE  PRIMARY 
SPECIES." 

01:56:37 RFrench: This is Rebecca French, Director of Office of Climate Planning for CT 
DEEP. The GC3 Forest Subgroup has had a variety of invited speakers. All of their presentations are 
recorded via Zoom on the website. A great opportunity to learn from experts across our state on 
forestry. Here is a list of all of the speakers and presentation topics. You can find their presentations by 
going to the meeting date and viewing the meeting recording posted there. Presentations:  
Cutting Edge Science/Carbon Storage Baselines (existing & needed) – Cary Lynch – March 10 
Urban Forestry - Colleen Murphy-Dunning, March 24 

01:57:14 Linda: Jenny, you do know that we all see every question anyone types.  Please don't 
cherry-pick questions and avoid questions that appear to be asking tough question of DEEP. 

01:57:28 RFrench: More GC3 Forests Subgroups presentations:    April 7 Meeting 
Presentations: 
Maria Janowiak, Deputy Director Northern Institute of Applied Climate Science - Climate Change and 
Connecticut Forests: Management Options for Adaptation and Mitigation 
Ed Faison, Senior Ecologist, Highstead - The role of unmanaged forests in climate mitigation and 
adaptation: the benefits of proforestation 
Robert Fahey, Assistant Professor, University of Connecticut, Natural Resources and the Environment - 
Forest and land management priorities for Connecticut in relation to global change 
Alan Organschi, Principal, Gray Organschi Architecture - Carbon storage in wooden building materials  
Jennifer H. Shakun, CF, Climate-Forest Specialist, New England Forest Foundation - Using Our Forests to 
Combat Climate Change: A Systems Approach 
 

01:57:57 Margery Winters: If the natural thinning of the ash trees due to emerald ash trees 
is allowing invasive plant species, why wouldn't logging result in the same thing. 

01:58:07 Dave Galt: NO it's the vernal pool in Stand 20 

01:58:11 Lisa: No.  It's the pond directly on the trail in Massacoe. 



01:58:20 Dave Galt: YES THERE IS!!!! 

01:58:40 Benjamin Parsons: Why hasn’t CT DEEP considered any alternatives to logging the 
forest? Why haven’t they considered any alternatives to actually increase its scientific, biodiverse and 
monetary value? For instance: reevaluating this 6 year old plan and reassessing the plant and wildlife 
around, logging half the block and leaving the other half untouched to invite public science, improve 
value and see which side benefits, or even waiting until nesting season has ended. 

01:58:43 Lisa: There IS ABSOLUTELY a pond on this block!  You just proved that it hasn't been 
thorgoughly surveyed. 

01:58:45 Trish: DIRECT QUOTE PAGE 22 OF PLAN, pertaining to Intermediate harvests:  “IN 
GENERAL, STANDS WILL BE THINNED OF OVERSTORY OAKS … WITH THE OBJECTIVE OF RELEASING CROP 
TREES ALONG WITH WHITE PINE IN THE UNDERSTORY.” 

01:58:46 RFrench: Still more GC3 Forests Subgroup presentations. Again you can find all of 
them on the GC3 Work Group website. April 21, 2020 Meeting 
Thomas Easley, Assistant Dean of Community & Inclusion, Yale School of Forestry & Environmental 
Studies - What I learned Working with Communities Facing Disadvantages 
Robert A. Askins, Katharine Blunt Professor Emeritus of Biology, Department of Biology, Connecticut 
College - Importance of our forests for biodiversity 
Gerald Torres, Professor of Environmental Justice, Yale University – Informal remarks on Climate Change 
and Vulnerable Communities 
 
May 7, 2020 Meeting 
Laura Marx, TNC-MA and Chris Williams, Clark University: “Avoided deforestation in New England and 
New York/US Climate Alliance Grant Update” 
Bradford Gentry, Weyerhaeuser Professor in Forest Management and Policy, Yale University: “Funding 
and Financing Forests” 
Spencer Meyer, Highstead Senior Conservationist: “Investing in our Forests – Come for the Climate, Stay 
for the Health, Water, Air, Tourism, Jobs, Biodivers 

01:58:52 Bruce Thompson: the Operational Plan should have included the vernal pool 
walkover.  why not? 

01:59:01 Trish: DIRECT QUOTE PAGE 22 OF PLAN, pertaining to Intermediate harvests:  “IN 
GENERAL, STANDS WILL BE THINNED OF OVERSTORY OAKS … WITH THE OBJECTIVE OF RELEASING CROP 
TREES ALONG WITH WHITE PINE IN THE UNDERSTORY.” 

01:59:08 RFrench: Last set of presentations. 

01:59:30 RFrench: May 7: Shelley Green, TNC-CT: “Resilient and Connected Landscapes” 
 
May 21, 2020 Meeting 
Anthony Leiserowitz, Director of the Yale Program in Climate Communication – communicating with the 
public about forests and climate. Presentation posted on GC3 website. A couple of important hyperlinks; 
1) Climate Communication | Yale Climate Opinion Maps (2019) and Yale Climate Connections. 
Mary Tyrrell - communicating with forest landowners about forests and climate. 



Dan Peracchio - CT’s Forest Action Plan Update GC3 WNLW Group Forests Sub-Group 
 

01:59:51 Trish: DIRECT QUOTE PAGE 22 OF PLAN, pertaining to Intermediate harvests:  “IN 
GENERAL, STANDS WILL BE THINNED OF OVERSTORY OAKS … WITH THE OBJECTIVE OF RELEASING CROP 
TREES ALONG WITH WHITE PINE IN THE UNDERSTORY.” 

02:00:55 Cathy: What is the definition of a  vernal pond vs pond? We haven't had much rain and 
yet there is still water in the "vernal" pond there.   

02:01:04 Margery Winters: It has been stated that it is necessary to log to free the trees so 
they can grow more quickly.  Aside from the desire to harvest more timber, why are slow growing trees 
a problem?  

02:01:10 Trish: THERE ARE WETLANDS—PEOPLE HAVE TAKEN PICS. IF YOU HAVE A PIC PLEASE 
POST NOW. 

02:01:36 Trish: Vernal pools can have water year round. 

02:01:50 D, C, and B: Massacoe has an understory 

02:02:50 Trish: Thank, Rep. Hampton! 

02:03:04 Benjamin Parsons: Go Rep. Hampton! 

02:03:05 D, C, and B: Thank you Rep Hampton!!! 

02:03:07 Karyn C.: Thank you Rep Hampton! 

02:03:09 Linda: Thank you John! 

02:03:10 Trish: Climate crisis is the BEST reason to utilize adaptive management practices. 

02:03:28 Lori Fernand: Thank you Rep. Hampton! 

02:03:30 Cathy:  Chris Martin-you keep saying there is nothing to grow up from the understory.  
That is not true there is a wide variety of young growth.  What are you basing your statements on? 

02:03:30 Trish: here, here, Rep. Hampton! 

02:03:55 Jim Gillespie: The forest practitioner harvesting the trees should be supported by the 
DEEP to implement scientific forestry practices! 

02:04:00 Trish: Transparency is key. Without transparency there is no accountability. 

02:05:03 Trish: box turtles AND THEIR NESTS 

02:05:44 Linda: Is a machine operator going to be responsible for locating the box turtle? 

02:05:45 D, C, and B: Yes, a research area where we can study adjacent blocks and really 
carefully examine the impacts of cutting versus letting the forests do what they’ve been doing for 
millions of years—grow without destructive human intervention. 



02:05:59 Bruce Thompson: A properly implemented Operational Plan should have resulted 
in finding the vernal pools and the box turtles 

02:06:11 Russ's iPhone: considering climate change and our uncertain future challenges to the 
state forest lands. can you explain what the values of managing these forests are? and what the value of 
having professional loggers are? and what the consequences could be if there was no management of 
these forest lands should the unforeseen climate change impacts occur? and how the state could handle 
such impact if there were no professional loggers? 

02:06:52 Susan Masino: Are you also harvesting the pines along the rail trail? Have those trees 
been sold yet?  

02:07:47 Bruce Thompson: Does the contract require adherence to the BMP?  Is the 
contractor required to have a spill kit on site, a spill management plan?   didn't see anything during our 
site walk.. 

02:07:47 Andrea Urbano: To all that actively engaging in this chat box - your questions and 
comments shed light on a deeper issue (pun unintended :)). it seems to me that there is lack of 
fundamental understandings of forest ecosystem processes and forest management/silviculture. It is 
critical to understand these processes (including carbon accumulation and storage dynamics, threats to 
forest health, disturbance ecology, stand development, etc.) in order to make such significant claims and 
pose such significant opposition. Foresters love the forest just as much as you all do. This is a shared 
resource, the management of which is taken very seriously by well trained and educated experts.  
Representative Hampton, what makes you qualified to take such stance? 

02:07:50 Trish: Contract language regarding:  SENSITIVE WILDLIFE MONITORING 

 

Section H: State agency shall advise the Contractor of any known endangered species or species of 
special concern that may be located at the work site. Client Agency will review all work precautions that 
will be necessary to prevent unnecessary damage to the population or habitat prior to commencement 
of services. 

02:08:16 Dave Galt: There is plenty of exiting understory in the current state.  In the worked-
on area the diversity has been dramatically reduced leaving only similarly aged oaks and a crushed 
understory. In the area beyond the logged area, there is astounding structural diversity.  This active 
management is REDUCING this diversity making the forest LESS resilient.  

02:08:48 Lori Fernand: From what I saw so far, it is intensive logging happening not sustainable 
management. 

02:09:00 Benjamin Parsons: Hear, Hear. 

02:09:07 Trish: If you kill one female eastern box turtle, you can wipe out a whole generation. 

02:09:09 Jim Gillespie: What about the vital role of the forest practitioner in attainingthese 
ecological objectives? 

02:09:11 Dave Galt: Then why are they there NOW? 



02:09:48 Trish: CONNECTICUT ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT 

 

Sec. 26-310. Actions by state agencies which affect endangered or threatened species or species of 
special concern or essential habitats of such species. (a) Each state agency, in consultation with the 
commissioner, shall conserve endangered and threatened species and their essential habitats, and shall 
ensure that any action authorized, funded or performed by such agency does not threaten the 
continued existence of any endangered or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse 
modification of habitat designated as essential to such species, unless such agency has been granted an 
exemption as provided in subsection (c) of this section. In fulfilling the requirements of this section, each 
agency shall use the best scientific data available. 

02:10:06 judyschaefer: What will DEEP do about deer browsing?  MDC is cutting established 
forests only to generate stands of Black 

02:10:26 Cathy: https://www.mtewood.com/Content/files/ForestManagementPlan.pdf 

02:11:05 Lori Fernand: A friend on the phone has asked "Why was the survey done after 
cutting started? Isn't this supposed to happen beforehand? 

02:11:06 judyschaefer: …Birch because the deer ate all of the other seedlings. 

02:11:11 Bianca Beland: From my perspective and educational background (B.S. Wildlife Ecology, 
B.S. Forestry, University of Maine, 2017) it seems a lot of these questions/concerns are based in 
misinformation and lack of public education regarding silviculture and landscape ecology - but also 
mistrust of state government and forestry and ecological professionals. 

02:11:41 Cathy: Thank you for answering my question about the contract and for respecting the 
private information of the parties involved.  That is reassuring to me. 

02:12:00 Bruce Thompson: I've been doing environmental work for 30 years, I know what 
hydraulic fluid looks like, and I know what drained fluid is.  I did not say it was a spill, but it was not 
proper management of waste fluids. 

02:12:31 Benjamin Parsons: How will this recording become available to the present public? 

02:12:49 D, C, and B: We asked for the contract the day after the cutting started and it still 
hasn’t been shared. 

02:13:06 Jim: It is stated that an intention of the cut is to promote diversity of tree species, 
yet it is also stated that red maples and black birch are targeted to be cut to promote more of a mono 
culture of white oaks and red oaks.  Black birch fixes nitrogen that improves the soils for the forest.  Oak 
lumber gets substantially more $$$ than birch.  Is that the real reason to target the birch so that the 
next cut in this forest yields more $$$? 

02:13:12 Amanda Bunce: Fun fact about oaks: When logging equipment crushes the top parts of a 
seedling, the roots remain and a stronger seedling grows back the next seson, more able to withstand 
challenges of weather and herbivores. It's hard to imagine what the future forest may look like after a 
management operation takes place, but a good forest management plan is always based on that future. 



02:13:20 Margery Winters: Within a species! 

02:13:40 Russ's iPhone: how much would it cost to pay someone to perform this particular 
harvest if no professional loggers were allowed to work on state forest land? 

02:14:50 Susan Masino: I agree with a mix of uses, and DEEP resources should be dedicated to 
maintaining young forests as young forests and addressing forests with problems, of which there are 
many. There is plenty of work around that, plus ongoing research, plus helping private foresters. 
Remodeling this forest is not the best use of public resources. 

02:15:14 Linda: How do you plan to treat the invasive species? 

02:15:34 Trish: Would DEEP be willing to meet with a Town rep so they can be shown the 
wetlands that do exist. 

02:15:43 Trish: That area should be delineated. 

02:15:44 Cathy: Logging is a necessity.  Let's be specific to where and why and how.   

02:16:19 D, C, and B: Improved? It went from being a beautiful place to walk to now a place 
that creates anxiety and angst. 

02:16:20 Russ's iPhone: is it smart to have a do nothing approach to state forest lands given the 
projections for how climate change will indeed severely impact state forest land? 

02:18:21 Linda: What do we need to do to stop DEEP  from "managing" this forest since we all 
like it the way it is and it is an extremely healthy forest already? 

02:18:24 Cathy: Thank you for that info on the vernal pool vs pond. So vernal pools are 
important to protect with the buffer 

02:19:10 Amanda Locke: Forest management performed by DEEP is planned by people with 
extensive education and knowledge of the complexities of growth and development of forest 
ecosystems.  DEEP forest managers consider the landscape context of each block of forest they are 
tasked with managing when planning treatment with a goal to increase diversity, structural and species, 
across the landscape to improve forest resilience.  That includes having some areas of young forest with 
newly-regenerating trees in addition to older areas of forest.  For those concerned about wildlife, be 
aware that many species that are currently in decline across the northeast, like song birds and New 
England cottontail, need areas of young, regenerating forest to reproduce and survive.  Only 2% of 
forest in CT is in a young forest condition, only 1% in the 1-10year age class.  In the context of the overall 
landscape, increasing young forest is an important goal that DEEP should be, and is, supporting.  This 
planned harvest fits into that context. 

02:19:13 Russ's iPhone: given the overwhelming science that climate change will be severely 
and negatively impacting all of our state forest lands, how will the state be able to manage these 
thousands of acres with no forest management allowed? 

02:19:18 Trish: Bianca,  

The Plan specifically states that "34 acres of forest land consisting of critical wetland areas WILL NOT be 
included under active management." (p. 9, Section C(1)) 



 

"Active" is defined as "forestland actively managed for timber resources..." ((p. 9, Section C-1) 

02:19:21 D, C, and B: No, there’s already a diversity of tree heights in Massacoe. And all the 
trees still remaining standing in the logged area is all the same size. 

02:19:45 D, C, and B: Where? 

02:19:47 Trish: BIANA, So according to DEEP’s own Plan you are not given unfettered right to 
log wetlands. 

02:20:04 Vitali: We should save this forest as research space, this situation would make it a 
perfect spot to learn how logged area would compare to undisturbed forest over years, allow our 
schools to participate 

02:20:19 Dave Galt: Chris, have you walked this site? 

02:20:46 Trish: are they traveling more than 80 acres to lay their nests? 

02:20:53 Benjamin Parsons: Why has DEEP opted not to use Massacoe as a scientific 
research area, especially considering the demands for logging to end? 

02:21:11 Trish: Exactly, so if you kill one female turtle you can kill off an entire generation 

02:21:35 Russ's iPhone: How many years and how many different timber sales has this forester 
overseen? how many of his or her timber harvests have failed to regenerate back to forest land ? 

02:21:47 Trish: Please explain what precautions will be taken to protect the box turtles. 

02:22:22 Danny Thomas: Can you please explain how carbon is stored after a tree is harvested? 

02:22:27 D, C, and B: Asking loggers to look for turtles? You’ve got to be kidding. Fox 
watching the hen house. 

02:22:29 Trish: According to the language:  SENSITIVE WILDLIFE MONITORING 

 

Section H: State agency shall advise the Contractor of any known endangered species or species of 
special concern that may be located at the work site. Client Agency will review all work precautions that 
will be necessary to prevent unnecessary damage to the population or habitat prior to commencement 
of services. 

02:22:43 Benjamin Parsons: If finding a Box Turtle nest is hard but necessary why haven't we 
decided who will search for them? 

02:23:06 Amanda Locke: Much forest science research uses forest canopy manipulation (i.e. 
timber harvesting) to evaluate how forests grow and change through time and respond to forest 
disturbance.  "Setting this aside" for research would not necessarily mean no tree cutting would occur. 

02:23:46 Benjamin Parsons: But we've reached the point of cutting where research could 
occur! 



02:23:57 Jim Gillespie: Please address the importance of the logger!!! 

02:24:21 Trish: Re: Eastern Box Turtle    An advisory letter from the Bureau of  Natural 
Resources, Wildlife Division, which is incorporated and made part of the Plan states: 

 

Preferably any projects should be conducted outside of the breeding/nesting season (which depending 
on the species, spans from May through July). 

 

If protected species are seen on the property, the nesting/breeding area should be located, and a 
protective buffer delineated around the area to avoid disturbing the wildlife. (See, letter dated October 
23, 2012 from BNR) 

02:24:46 Lisa: I don't think anyone is questioning the importance of loggers, just the 
appropriateness of logging this forest. 

02:25:40 Bruce Thompson: Should the logging certification include ability to identify box 
turtles and vernal pools? 

02:26:07 Trish: Please refer to the section of the Plan that specifies Massacoe Block is being 
thinned to promote Oak tree growth.... 

02:28:16 Cathy: So it is not about the understory that is there that will get sun when trees "Age 
out" and fall or taken down by wind/storms, etc. Is this because the ten year FMP refers to future pine 
harvest on page 22 

02:29:25 Trish: The survey should have been done prior to acceptance the management plan 
and then again before the logging. 

02:29:51 Trish: It is obvious that consideration was only given to Great Pond Block at the time 
the management plan was drafted. 

02:30:02 Cathy: Refer to objective #9 of the Massacoe FMP- perfect opportunity at this location 
for this now 

02:30:03 Karyn C.: so it takes feedback to get the right things done? 

02:30:18 Trish: I would also like a transcript of the group chat. 

02:30:48 Linda: What are the next steps?  Will the logger resume cutting this week or early next 
week? 

02:30:48 Bruce Thompson: The CTDEEP Wildlife Division recommended avoiding the 
breeding season for whip-poor-wills (Late May through July) and for the hoary bat (mid-May - late-June).   
Why not start logging in late summer?  what was the rationale to jump-start cutting? 

02:31:02 Lisa: yes, a transcript of the chat would be very helpful.  we haven't been able to 
address all of the comments. 



02:31:08 D, C, and B: Will the contract be posted there as well? Biological survey? 

02:31:11 Bianca Beland: I’d like to consider places like Sleeping Giant - all the trees there were 
mature, no plan to regenerate younger trees,  and now the whole area facing Quinnipiac is barren - 
natural disasters like macrobursts can easily snap a mature tree - starting regeneration now (while the 
forest seems healthy) will give this state forest an age and structural advantage when/if a disaster like 
what happened to Sleeping Giant happens to Massacoe. 

02:31:28 Trish: I also request a copy of the group chat 

02:31:32 D, C, and B: Deer question please 

02:31:40 Linda: WIll there also be a document of all the questions asked by the people on this 
call? 

02:32:26 Trish: Thank you, who do i contact about that. 

02:32:34 Bruce Thompson: So when do you plan to allow cutting to re-start? 

02:32:38 Trish: Thank you! 

02:33:00 Dave Galt: Deer Question? 

02:33:17 Cathy: Please post answers to questions not address live, Thanks 

02:33:26 D, C, and B: Is the logging going to be re-started? 

02:33:40 Bianca Beland: Cathy, the entire presentation will be available online 

02:34:52 D, C, and B: It was mentioned by a CT DEEP official that it will take 60 years for the 
logged area to ‘get back to where it was’ 

02:35:38 Bruce Thompson: so restoration is based on natural succession, not planned re-
planting? 

02:35:52 Cathy: Please answer Jim's question about birches.  Thanks  

02:35:53 D, C, and B: The logged area near the Indian Council Caves still looks horrible and is 
not regenerating at all 

02:35:57 Bianca Beland: I’d like people to consider that in ten years time there will likely be a 
greater diversity of flora and fauna using the site. Birds, plants, small mammals. Replanting is not 
necessary in CT forests. 

02:36:04 Andrea Urbano: If folks are interested in learning more about forests and forestry in 
general (there’s only so much that can be covered in 1.5 hours), you are welcome to contact me, the 
Service Forester for New Haven, Middlesex and Hartford Counties: andrea.urbano@ct.gov. 

02:37:07 Karyn C.: please announce next steps, including plans to continue harvesting 
pause 

02:37:31 D, C, and B: Open space biodiversity should be fostered in areas that are not forests. 



02:37:43 Amanda Locke: The point is not to get the forest "back to what is was."  The point is to 
change it's structure to increase structural diversity across the landscape. 

02:37:59 Bruce Thompson: Massacoe is too small a plot to allow legal hunting 

02:38:05 Cathy: Thank you Bianca- including the questions in the chat that were not answered 
during the live presentation? 

02:38:13 D, C, and B: Isn’t it too close to neighbors to have hunting? 

02:38:16 eric: There is an area across the street from the landing at Massacoe. This property 
was logged in the 1990s. It has regenerated well and without careful examination (for some time) most 
people wouldn't know it was harvested. In addition, there's a trail that runs through the middle of it that 
wouldn't have existed without the logging. 

02:38:27 Trish: request for chat transcript with recording. 

02:39:27 Cathy: Bianca- I meant to say the answers to the questions that time ran out for and 
were not asked? 

02:39:57 Bianca Beland: I don’t work for the forestry department but they should be able to save 
the chat transcript. 

02:39:58 Susan Masino: This forest is in the middle of hundreds of homes in a neighborhood. No 
one is against hunting per se (at least I'm not), or forestry, but this is not the place. The plan was done 
according to protocol, but this forest does not need this plan. Please visit the site and see how diverse 
and beautiful it is. Other forests need help and need the expertise of practitioners. Not this one. Visit!!! 

02:40:04 Trish: please post chat transcript 

02:40:07 Trish: thanks 

02:40:15 Trish: Thank you! 

02:40:19 Russ's iPhone: thank you-Russ W 

02:40:29 Cathy: Thank you for your time DEEP staff 


